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Introduction
As I reclined in the patient chair in my dentist’s Midtown Manhattan
office last February, waiting for a lead apron and the film for bitewing xrays, I noticed the stainless steel instruments glistening under the hard
light of the examination lamp. Sharp hooks and pointed probes were
carefully laid out on the tray. Some were still in their plastic wrapping,
indicating that they had been sterilized. Soon, the dentist would push
these tools between my teeth, under my gums, down the little pits in
my enamel. One of the instruments might even draw a bit of blood—
not an uncommon occurrence when the gums are inflamed by plaque
buildup and sharp bits of metal are involved.
Then a thought occurred to me. “Do you have British patients?”
“Oh sure. I had two from Europe the other day,” my dental hygienist
replied as she circled behind the chair to clasp a paper bib around my
neck. A lot of transatlantic traffic comes through this New York City
office, she added. Some Europeans, she guessed, prefer the American
approach of preventive dental care.
And that’s when I realized that my risk of catching the human form
of mad cow disease from these instruments was not zero.

You might wonder: How could this be? Are the instruments not sterilized? The answer is yes—and no. Many surgical and dental tools are
steam-heated for 15 to 30 minutes at some 121˚ C (250˚ F). These scorching temperatures are more than a match for the bacterium that causes
tuberculosis and the viruses that cause AIDS and hepatitis. In fact, you
name it, and time and temperature in the autoclave will take care of it.
Yet such extreme conditions cannot completely destroy the “mad cow”
agent that, over time, peppers the brain with microscopic holes, causing clumsiness, dementia, and eventually death. Even formaldehyde,
xii
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which can kill germs as well as human cells, does nothing to this microscopic killer.
Because this powerful agent resists standard sterilization, it can be
spread from person to person through medical and, in principle, dental
procedures. Although such documented cases involved procedures that
were much more invasive than teeth cleaning (such as the implantation
of electrodes into the brain), animal studies suggest that the illness can
be transmitted via dentistry. And because the British population has
been exposed to mad cow disease and no tests exist to determine who
might be incubating the neuron-destroying agent, it is theoretically
possible that the pathogen lurks on the scrapers, picks, probes, and
other tools in my dentist’s office.

Death from the Pathological Protein
The brain-eating invader is thought to be a protein called a prion—a
proteinaceous infectious particle, as named by Nobelist Stanley
Prusiner in 1982. Strictly speaking, the acronym should be “proin”—but
in a savvy marketing move, Prusiner wisely transposed the “o” and the
“i,” lest people die from “proin” injuries. He also chose to pronounce
prion as “pree-on,” rather than the more phonetically natural “pry-on.”
As research advanced, scientists have had to modify the definition of
“prion.” They learned that prions can be noninfectious as well as lethal,
existing normally in the body. The protein has a Jekyll-and-Hyde personality: a normal form, required for healthy cellular functions, and a
misfolded, pathological shape, which can kill the cell.
Like bacteria, viruses, and other conventional disease agents, the
pathological prion kills by making more of itself and overwhelming the
body’s defenses. But the prion replicates in a different way, by converting the normal prion protein. These newly transformed prions “inherit”
the original prion’s pathological properties and ability to recruit others.
Its modus operandi has evoked comparisons to Kurt Vonnegut’s ice-nine,
the permanently solid version of water that, on contact, progressively
freezes liquid water into the same unmeltable entity.
The idea that a protein could pass inheritance features violated the
orthodoxy of molecular biology. Anything that reproduces, such as bac-
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teria, viruses, yeast, and healthy human cells, needs nucleic acids—
DNA and RNA—to do so, but prions go against this rule. Because they
don’t have nucleic acids, they are impervious to the kind of assaults that
rip apart the genetic material of microbes. In fact, disease-causing
prions have been called the perfect pathogen. Their near-indestructibility is one factor. Another is their quietly sinister ways. An individual
with a prion disease can live symptom-free for years, even decades.
There’s no fever, no coughing, no elevated white-cell counts—no sign
whatsoever of an infection. But the prion is at work, converting normal
prion proteins as it ice-nines its way through the brain. Eventually, the
disease asserts itself. The memory starts to go. Senses like smell and
sight may vanish. Clumsiness and muscle twitching develop. For some,
permanent insomnia sets in. Once the disease is unleashed, the prognosis is set. There is no known treatment. Death inevitably ensues, within
a matter of months in some cases, more than a year in others. Because
prion diseases typically leave holes in the brain so that it resembles a
sponge, they are also called spongiform encephalopathies. Because they
can spread to other individuals, they are classified as transmissible.
Transmissible spongiform encephalopathies, or TSEs.

Like many others, I was only dimly aware of transmissible spongiform
encephalopathies in the 1980s. After all, TSEs were rare, occurring in
about one in a million people in the form of Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease
(CJD). Or it was a disease of historical and cultural interest called kuru,
which afflicted cannibalistic tribes in New Guinea in the 1950s. Or it
was of concern to the wool industry when sheep came down with a TSE
called scrapie.
But shortly after I joined Scientific American in 1989, Britain’s mad
cow disease crisis and its attendant public health fears reached a
fevered pitch. Livestock feed made from the carcasses of sickened
sheep and cattle spread the mysterious illness like wildfire, creating
droves of “mad cows” that staggered about and lunged aggressively at
people. By early 1993, 1000 cattle a week were coming down with the
illness, officially called bovine spongiform encephalopathy, or BSE.
Many thousands more were being slaughtered preemptively and incinerated in an effort to control the nightmare that caused Britons to
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recoil from beef—every sausage seemed sinister, every meat pie suspicious. Other nations began to seal their borders against British beef.
But these trade bans did not keep the disease from spreading beyond
the island to most of Europe and to Japan.
During the BSE crisis, British authorities tried to reassure the
public, claiming that the disease could not infect people. Scientists
assumed that because humans have been living with scrapie-infected
sheep for more than two centuries, BSE didn’t pose a threat to human
health. But after young people began dying from a new strain of CJD in
1995, government officials realized they had made a terrible mistake.
Today, epidemiologists are still trying to determine how many people
will ultimately come down with the new strain called variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (vCJD). It could be a few dozen, several hundred, or
a few thousand, or even tens of thousands. Moreover, the risk isn’t
restricted to British citizens—travelers who spent a few months in the
country between the early 1980s and the mid-1990s are considered at
risk. So are the approximately 5 million American military personnel
who served in Europe between 1980 and 1996.
Often, upon about learning of BSE, people will remark that they are
glad they like their beef well-done. But, unlike Salmonella or E. coli, the
mad-cow prions cannot be cooked out. To inactivate the prions, you
would have to incinerate your burger down to ash or soak it in
plumber’s lye—neither of which is a palatable option.
Just as it is wrong to think that a well-cooked burger is a safe burger, it
would be a mistake for Americans to consider BSE an isolated foreign
problem. True, the European Union and Japan have borne the brunt of
mad cow disease because they imported infected cattle feed even during
the BSE crisis. But BSE has spread far beyond those regions. Many countries in eastern Europe, northern Africa, the Middle East, and southeast
Asia would probably find BSE if they had proper surveillance systems.
Although no BSE cases have been uncovered in the U.S., officials say
the risk cannot be ignored. The General Accounting Office, the investigative arm of Congress, reported in January 2002 that significant gaps
in protection exist that could allow the illness into the country. Should
it happen, the economic cost to the $56-billion-a-year beef industry
would be staggering. If the crisis got as bad as in the U.K., it would cost
$15 billion in lost revenue alone. Japan estimated that its first three
cases of mad cow disease cost $2.76 billion. What’s more, it’s not beef
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